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1. INTRODUCTION 
An important fact discovered by Donald Sarason [14] is that one can use 
operator theory to formulate and prove classical interpolation problems such 
as those due to Nevanlinna-Pick and Caratheodory. Sarason’s result was 
greatly extended by the Sz.-Nagy-Foias commutant lifting theorem [I5], 
which allows one to interpolate in a very general operator theoretic frame- 
work. The commutant lifting theorem has found numerous applications in 
geophysics, signal processing, and control theory. See [lo], [ll], [12], and the 
references therein. 
Since the original proof of the commutant lifting theorem, there has been 
a great deai of research devoted to the study of the structure and construc- 
tion of the associated intertwining dilations. It turns out that it is possible 
to construct any dilation step by step via the one step dilation procedure 
[3, 4, 6, 151. In the context of the Hankel operator this fact has been 
powerfully exploited by Adamjan, Arov, and Krein [l, 21, where it is called 
the one step extension. Very closely related to all of this is the work of Parrott 
[13], who via a neat result (the Purrott theorem) gave another way of proving 
the commutant lifting theorem. Using this type of approach Davis, Kahan, 
and Weinberger [5] show how this again leads to a parametrization of the 
dilations. 
Of course, given the fact that one can parametrize the intertwining 
dilations, one is interested in choosing special dilations for various purposes. 
One of the most famous is the so-called maximal entropy solution [7]. In this 
paper we will derive, in a natural way, dilations which are isometric (or 
coisometric), i.e. have minimal entropy. This work was very much inspired 
by our previous paper [S], . m which we formulated and proved a strengthened 
version of the Parrott theorem. We moreover showed that for the one step 
extension in the classical Hankel case, one could derive a minimal entropy 
solution. Given the rich physical interpretation of the maximal entropy 
extensions, the minimal entropy ones which we describe here should find 
applications. 
Finally, we should add that in their paper [8], Gohberg and Dym also 
construct unitary extensions and show that after a suitable first step extension 
the unitary extensions is completely determined. This result is generalized in 
Section 6 of the present paper. 
We now summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we briefly 
review the classical Parrott theorem [I31 and formulate the strong Parrott 
theorem from [9]. In Section 3, we discuss some of the results on one step 
dilations from [4, 161. In Section 4, we prove some preliminary results which 
are then used to characterize and parametrize maximal isometric intertwin- 
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ing dilations (which have minimal entropy) in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, in 
Section 7 we illustrate our results by applying them to the classical 
Caratheodory extension problem. 
2. STRONG PARROT-I THEOREM 
In this section we set up some notation, and briefly describe Parrott’s 
theorem from [IS] as well as formulate the strengthened version from [9]. 
Throughout this paper, by “subspace” of a given Hilbert space we will 
always mean “closed linear subspace,” and by “operator” we will mean 
“bounded linear operator,” unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
Let T : H + K be a contraction from the Hilbert space H into the Hilbert 
space K. If H, c H, and K, c K are any closed subspaces, then the operators 
T, := TIH,: H, + H and Td := PK,T: H + K, (1) 
are contractions satisfying 
PKOT,, = TJH,. 
Parrott’s theorem is the converse of this simple 
we have: 
THEOREM 1 (Parrott’s theorem). Z_.et H, K, 
(2) 
observation. More precisely, 
?I,, K, be as above. Then $ 
the operators TO : H, + H, T,j : H + K, are any contractions satisfying (2), 
there exists a contraction T : H + K such that (1) holds. 
We may put this into the more familiar matrix form. Let H,, H,, K,, K, 
be Hilbert spaces. Consider the operator 
[ 1 “c ; :H,@H, + K,@K,, (3) 
where 
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Then Theorem 1 means that there exists X : H, + K 1 such that 
We now will formulate our strong version of the Parrott theorem, which 
we will employ below in studying minimal entropy dilations. Let V: H, + K, 
be unitary, where H, and K, are closed subspaces of the Hilbert spaces H 
and K respectively. Assume that the contraction T : H + K satisfies 
TIH, =V. (5) 
Then clearly from (1) we have that 
PKOV= TJH,. (6) 
Now since 
IITh,ll = IW,ll = llhlll ‘jh,=H,, 
it follows that 
V*Vhi = h, = T*Th, = T*Vh, 
and so we see that 
T*IK, = V*. 
But TO = T I H, implies that Pf,,T * = T,*, and so 
T,*IK, = I’$*, 
or equivalently 
WIIH, = G,G 
Vh, E H,, 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
The strong version of Parrott’s theorem is the converse of this setup. Indeed, 
we have (see [9] for the proof): 
THEOREM 2 (Strong Parrott theorem). Notation and hypotheses as in 
Theorem 1. (Thus we have in particular that the operators TO : H, + H and 
Td : H + K, are contractions and satisfy (2).) Suppose moreover that V: H, + 
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K, is unitary and satisfies (6) and (9). Then there exists a contraction 
T : H + K such that (1) and (5) hold. 
As with the ordinary Parrott theorem, the strong Parrott theorem also has 
a simple matrix formulation. Accordingly, let H,, H,, K,, K, be complex 
separable Hilbert spaces. Consider the (bounded, linear) operator 
where 
Let 
y, 
[ 1 y2 :H-+ H,@H,, :H+ K,@K, 
be operators such that 
Y:‘Y, +Y,*Ys = z,*z, + z,*z,. 
We now state without proof the following result from [g]: 
THEOREM 3. There exists an X: H, + K, such that 
ll[ X B C D 
if and only if 
(11) 
CY,+ DY,=Z,, 
B*Z, + D*Z, = Yz. 
We should note that it was Theorem 2 which inspired the study of 
minimal entropy extensions to be discussed in the next sections. 
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3. REMARKS ON CONTRACTIVE INTERTWINING DILATIONS 
In this section, we summarize some of the results from [4] and 1161 on 
contractive intertwining dilations, and moreover set up some of the notation 
which we will need in the paper. We also follow the notation and definitions 
of the book [16]. 
Let 3 and 2’ be complex separable Hilbert spaces with L(Z, 2’) 
the space of all bounded linear operators from Z to 2’. Given any 
contraction B E L(X, Z’) (i.e., I(BI( < 11, we set 
D, := (I- B*By, the defect operator of B, 
and 
-@BE= {D&q) -, the defect space of B. 
Next let T : 2? + 2, T’ : 2’ + SF’ be fixed contractions. Then we 
define the space of intertwining operators with respect to T and T’ to be 
I(T,T’):={AEL(X,GV’) :AT =T’A 
and the space of intertwining contractions as 
Now consider 
and set 
(12) 
Let 
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be such that A, E Z(T,,T;). Then we must have 
T’Z = 0, D,,Z = 0, 
which implies that Z = 0. Hence, if we denote by P : Xl + A? and P’ : Xl 
+ A?’ orthogonal projections, we have that 
P’A, = AP. (14) 
We will call an A, E Z,(T,, T[) which satisfies (14) a co&-active one step 
dilation of A. 
We now give an argument due to Parrott [I31 to prove the existence of at 
least one contractive one step dilation of A. The existence of such a dilation 
was first obtained implicitly in [15], and explicitly in [6]. 
Indeed, set 
A; := AP, A, := T,‘ATP)T,&?. (15) 
We can now state: 
LEMMA 1. A, E Z(T,, T{) satisfies the condition (14) $ and only if 
P’A, = A:,, A,(T,&? = A,. (16) 
Proof. By definition of Ah, we have that (14) is equivalent to the first 
equation of (16). So assuming that (14) is true, we have that for A, E Z(T,, T;) 
A,T,P = A,T, = T;A, = T;P’A, = T;AP = T;AT:‘T,P = A,T,P, 
since T,(Z - P) = 0, T,‘(Z - P’) = 0, and D;, P = 0. Clearly, A,T,P = A,T,P 
is equivalent to the second equality in (16). n 
Then from Parrott’s theorem [13] (see Theorem 1 above), there exists a 
contraction A, : Xl + A?,’ satisfying (16) if and only if 
P’A, = A’,,lT,X. (17) 
But (Ii’) follows, since for h E 2, we have by virtue of (15) 
P’A,T,h = P’TiATT T,h = P’T[Ah = T’Ah = ATh = APT,h = AbT,h. 
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We can therefore conclude: 
PROPOSITION 1. Notation a.s above. Then for any A E l,(T,T’), there 
exists a contractive intertwining one step dilation of A. 
We now will briefly recall the parametrization of all intertwining contrac- 
tive one step dilations of A as given in [4]. In order to do this, we first define 
and 
(19) 
Note that the linear map w defined by 
o( D,Th@D,h) := D,h@D,,Ah, hE2?, (20) 
extends by continuity to a unitary operator (which we also denote by w) from 
9 onto 9’. Then to any contraction I: 9 + 9, we can associate a 
contractive intertwining one step dilation of A, A,, which is given explicitly 
by the formula 
A,(h@d) := A~@P~&oP~ + rF’,)( D,h@d), h@d E .2?@‘, = & 
(21) 
where PF and I’& denote the orthogonal projections of 9*~~_23r onto F and 
9 respectively, and 
In [4], it is shown that the map r * A, is one to one, and any contractive 
intertwining one step dilation A, of A is of the form A, = A, for some 
contraction r : 9 + 9’. This r is called the choice contraction of A. It is a 
fundamental fact that any contractive intertwining dilation of A may be 
constructed by applying the above one step dilation procedure step by step, 
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and the corresponding sequence of choice contractions may be used to 
“label” the given dilation. See [4] for the details. 
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We want to apply the strong Parrott theorem (Theorem 2) to construct 
certain contractive intertwining one step dilations maximally isometric on a 
part of X1. (See Definition 1 below.) In order to do this we will need some 
preliminary results and notation. We use all the notation of Section 2 here. 
From now on, we will assume that DA has closed range (see Lemma 3). This 
will be true if the essential norm of A is strictly less than one. (For example, 
we may take A to be compact or a strict contraction.) 
Let V be an isometry from a closed subspace JC? c X1 into Z1’ such 
that 
P’V = A’,,[&, VPLJT,cZ = P,A,. (23) 
From the strong Parrott theorem and our setup in Section 2, the relations 
(23) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a contractive intertwin- 
ing one step dilation A, of A such that 
A,Jk= V. (24) 
With this notation, we now have: 
LEMMA 2. lf the isometry V satisfies (231, then 
where Qa,, : Z @_C3,, + gTz 
_q = 2?{. 
is given by Q&h’ @ 
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Since V is an isometry, 
from which we get the first equation in (25). 
Next, the second equality in (23) is equivalent to 
P r,+&* = A; IV& (26) 
Thus 
T,(T*h + D,Z) = T,PT:‘(hBZ) = PT1,v*(Ahc13z’) 
= A$(AheZ’) = T~A*P’T;*(AZIC~Z’) 
= TIA*( T’*Ah + D,.Z’), 
which implies (since T, is isometric on XQ that 
T*h + D,Z = T*A*Ah + A*D,tZ’, 
or equivalently 
Now for any 
T*D,2h + D,Z = A*D,vZ’. 
f = D,Th,@D,h,E.F, where h, E 2, 
we have 
(D*h@Z,f) = (T*D;h+ D,Z,h,) = (A*_@,rZ’,h,) = (O@Z’,of). 
We thus see that 
(Ps(D,h~Z),f)=(P,(O~Z’),wf) V_~E% 
which obviously implies the second equality of (25), and completes the proof 
of the lemma. n 
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COROLLARY 1. If A, is any con&active inter-twining one step dilation 
satisfying (24) with choice contraction r (i.e., A, = A,), then 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2, and from (21) and (25), 
from which we see that 
Z’= P,,.[ P,.(oeZ') + I-P,( ZI,h@Z)]. 
But 
I’= P9,(O@Z’), 
and so (28) can be written as 
P,,.[ rP,( D,h@Z) - Py(OCBZ’)] = 0. 
(28) 
(29) 
So the element in the square brackets in (29) is in 9’, and has the form 
d,@O with d, E -?A. Hence from (18) and (19) it follows that DAdl = 0, 
which implies that d, = 0. Consequently from (29) we can infer (27). n 
We now have the following key definition: 
DEFINITION 1. With the above notation, let V: k + Z/ be an isome- 
try (with & c X1 a closed subspace) which satisfies the conditions (23). 
We call V maximal if for any other isometry V, : A? + A?/ satisfying (23) 
with 
we have Vi = V (that is, -k; = J). 
In the next section we will prove the existence of such maximal isome- 
tries V, and completely describe them. First, we will still need a few more 
technical results. 
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Let V: ~2 + A?{ be an isometry satisfying (23) as above, and set 
(30) 
From the first equality in (25), there exists a uniquely defined operator 
W = W(V) : _f’ * _3A@BT which satisfies 
D*ha3Z = WQa,V(ha3Z) for h@ZEJ. (31) 
Moreover, this W is isometric. From the second equality of (25), we see that 
W also satisfies 
P,WZ’ = w*P,.( 0 CT3 1’) for Z’E P. (32) 
We can now state: 
LEMMA 3. lf W is an isom&y from a subspace -8’ C gTg into gA@gT, 
and if W satisfies (321, then the operator 
V(h@Z) := AhfBw*( D*hcBZ) (33) 
defined on the closed subspace k spanned by the set 
(h@Z: D,he+Z E WY’), 
is an isometry from A into Xl satisfying (23), and related to W via (31), 
i.e., W = W(V). 
Proof. The fact that V is an isometry follows immediately from the fact 
that W* is an isometry on W-8, while the first equation of (23) is a direct 
consequence of (33). Now we want to prove the validity of (26), which is 
equivalent to the second relation of (23). 
To do this, first let h@Z E A. Then since V is an isometry from k onto 
V&, we have (where PT,z. . %I + T,2? denotes orthogonal projection) 
PT,+$‘*[V(h@Z)] = &,_&h@Z) =T,PT:(h@Z) =T,(T*h+ D,Z) 
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and 
A;V(h@z) = A;[Ah@W*( D,h@l)] 
= PTI,T,A*P’T,‘*[Ah@W*( D,h@l)] 
= T,A*[T’*Ah + D,.W*( D&@l)] 
= T,[T*A*Ah + A*D,.W*( D&Bl)] 
= T1[T*h - T*D,h + A*D,rW*( D,h@Z)] 
= T,(T*h + D,Z) + T,[A*D,.W*( D,h@Z) - T*D,2h - D,Z]. 
Now setting W*( D,h@ I) =: I’ E -8, we get 
A*D,.W*( D,h@Z) - T*D,h - D,Z 
= A*D,.Z’ - 
[ 1 
“;1’ *( D,h@Z) 
T 
D,T * 
= A*D,.Z’- D 
[ 1 WZ’ T 
= A*DII..Z’ - 
D,T * 
[ 1 D ?,-WZ’ T * = A*D,,Z’ - 
[ 1 ; w*~~(o@z’) T 
=,..,,.b-, ] 
D,T * 
DT 
o*P,.(ofBz’) 
* 
DT * 
P,.(OcIsZ’)- ; [ 1 o*P,,(o@Z’) T 
= 0 
by virtue of the definition (20) of w. Hence V satisfies (171, and thus (23). 
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Finally, 
WQ9,V( h@Z) = Wl’= D,h@l, (34) 
which means that W corresponds to V under (31), i.e. W = W(V). n 
DEFINITION 2. Notation as above. W is maximal if for any other W, 
from Jr’ c ~9~’ into gA@_9r satisfying (32), and such that 
-Y’Ck’i and W=W,l_.Y’, 
we have that W, = W (that is, -.Yi = -8’). 
We then have the following result, whose proof is obvious from the above 
discussion: 
COROLLARY 2. An isometry V satisfying (23) is maximal zfand only if its 
corresponding isomety W = W(V) (derived via (31)) satisfying (32) is 
maximal. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF MAXIMAL ISOMETRIES 
In this section we will produce and describe all the isometries satisfying 
(32) above. We use the notation of Section 4 here. We start with the 
following elementary and well-known observation, whose proof we include 
for the convenience of the reader: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K, K ,, and K, c K 1 be (complex, separable) Hilbert 
spaces, and let B, : K + K, be a contraction. Then there exists an isometry 
B, : K + K, such that 
PKoBI=Bo (35) 
(where PK, : K + K, denotes orthogonal projection) if and only if 
(36) 
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Proof. If B, exists, then for k E K, we have (where PKleK,: K, + K,8 
K, denotes orthogonal projection) 
IlklIz = llWl12 = l14Jd12 + lIPtc,et&kl12~ 
so that 
l140kl12 = IIPrcoe&W12 for kEK. (37) 
Thus from (37) and the hypothesis that B, is an isometry, we get that 
dim _@eO = rank Da0 = rank PK,eK,B1 < rank PKleK, = dim K,8K,, 
from which we get (36). 
Conversely, if (36) holds, then choosing any isometry 2 : gB, + K,8 K,, 
and defining 
B, := B, + ZDaO, 
we obtain a desired B,. n 
Returning now to the problem of parametrizing the maximal isometries in 
the sense of Definition 1, we set K = 2 (a subspace of gr.), K, = F, 
K, = _9*@gT, and 
B,Z’= w*P,.(Oez’) for Z’E 1’. (33) 
Then 
IIDB,E’~~2 = ~~oez’~~” - 11 P,(O@Z') II2 = 11 Py(Oez’)l12> 
so that 
dim _fSs, = dim( P,.( [O} ~1’))~. 
Note that K,8 K, = 9, and so in particular 
(39) 
(40) dim K,8 K, = dim 9. 
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We will also need the following simple result: 
PROPOSITION 3. Notation as above Then 
(P_J (0) cB_q))- = .Y. 
Proof. If g’ := d’ @ I’ E 3’ is orthogonal to (0) @a,., then g’ = d’ @ 0. 
Thus d’ E -?A is orthogonal to _?B*, and so d’ = 0. n 
We are now ready to prove the key result of this section guaranteeing the 
existence of maximal isometries: 
THEOREM 4. A maximal isometric operator V,,, = V: A --+ Xi satisfy- 
ing (23) always exists. Moreover, there exists a unique intertwining one step 
dilation A, such that 
A,(&= V, (41) 
and whose corresponding choice contraction rl is isometric or coisometric. 
Proof. From Corollary 2, we must construct a maximal isometry W 
which satisfies (32). First suppose that dim 9’ Q dim 9. Then from Proposi- 
tions 2 and 3 and the equalities (391, (401, we obtain a W satisfying (32) 
which is isometric from _@r, into _GS*@gr. Obviously, W is maximal. 
Let now V be the isometry defined as in Lemma 3, and let A, be any 
contractive intertwining one step dilation satisfying (24). (Note that we 
needed the strong Parrott theorem here.) The corresponding choice contrac- 
tion Ii as given in Corollary 1 [see (27) and (3111 satisfies 
rlPHwz’= PH(O@Z’) for 1’ E _!Sr!. (42) 
Now by virtue of (25) and (27), we see that 
llrl PJWZ’ll” = 1) P,,(O@l’) )I2 
= ((z’((2 - (1 PF(O @ 1’) (I2 
= IIWZ’l/” - I~WP~WZ’~~2 
= llWZ’lj2 - jIF&w2’112 
= 1) PHwl’ll* for 1’ E gr,. 
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Using Proposition 3, this means that Ii is isometric from PgW9,, onto 
(P,.({O) cIq-.))- = 9’. 
Now since Ii : 8 + gi is a contraction, we necessarily have that 
r,19e ( P~/W_q) - = 0. 
So I1 is a coisometry, and the relation 
rpp,.(oq = pgwr for I’ E _@r’ 
shows that II* is uniquely determined by 
is A,. 
W, and so by V. Therefore, so 
The case in which dim 9 <dim 9’ can be proven directly as above, or 
can be deduced from the preceding case by passing to the adjoints and using 
the duality relations in [3]. n 
REMARK 1. 
(i) Under the hypothesis that dim 9’ < dim 9, from the proof of Theo- 
rem 4 we see that for maximal W we have 1’ = gr.. 
(ii) Under the hypotheses that dim #‘< dim 9 <co or dim 9’< dim 9, 
we have implicitly shown in the proof of Theorem 4, that for W maximal, I1 
is coisometric. The converse is also true. Indeed, if Ii is coisometric, we 
define for 1’ E J’, 
WI’ := w*~,(o e 1’) + rpgo e 1’). 
It is then easy to check, that W is maximal. 
(iii) By duality, similar remarks apply in case dim 9 < dim 9’ < CQ or 
dim 9 < dim 8, i.e., W is maximal if and only if I, is isometric. 
(iv) In case dim 9 = dim 9’ <w, W is maximal if and only if ri is 
unitary. However, when dim 9 = dim 9’ = ~4, we have that W is maximal if 
and only if rl is an isometry or a coisometry. 
6. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we will prove our main theorems on maximal isometric 
extensions. We use the notation of the preceding sections here. We first need 
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to recall several results from the book [16]. We also refer the interested 
reader to Dym and Gohberg [B] for some closely related results. 
Let U : Z + GY and U’ : .A” + 3” be the minimal unitary dilations of T 
and T’, respectively. Recall [16] that we have 
and 
X’=( ... a3_9,.*cI3.9,,*) cBd?‘@ (~~.@~,.@ *. . ). 
The subspaces 
and 
of X and X (respectively) are invariant with respect to U and V’ 
(respectively), and U, := UjX+, U; := v’]Xi are the minimal isometric 
dilations of T and T’ (respectively). We regard X and SY’ as embedded in 
X+ and Xi respectively, i.e. 
Gf~2Fcr3{0}, (43) 
and similarly for X’. Any contractive intertwining dilation B, : X+ + X4 
of A, is also a contractive intertwining dilation of A. Since the spaces &i 
and ~9; associated to the factorizations A,T, = T;A, [see the equations (19)] 
are canonically and unitarily equivalent to _9r, and grT respectively (see 
[3]), it follows from Theorem 2 that either 9, or 3{ is (0). Therefore, from 
the uniqueness theorem of [3] (see also [4]), B, is uniquely determined by 
A,, and hence is uniquely determined by V. Note that from [16, Chapter II], 
B, uniquely extends to a contraction B : Z + A?’ satisfying 
BU = U'B. 
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We can now state: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that 
dim 9’ < dim 9 
and that T’ E C,., that is, 
T’” + 0 strongly as n + a 
and 
(44) 
(45) 
dim._@r.<w. (46) 
Then B is a coisomety. 
231 
Proof. First recall from the proof of Theorem 4 that the operators V, A,, 
B,, and B are uniquely determined by the maximal isometry W: 9,. + LB*@ 
_9r. Further note that the space J? on which V is defined is given by 
Identifying 2 as a subspace of Z+ as in (43), we clearly have that 
ker DA c Ik: Then A, )JZ is isometric. This implies that 
Define X, : gr, + _?A by X02’:= h, and Y,: gTf + gT by Y,/‘:= 1, for 
1’ = W*( D,h@l) E _FBTz. This means that 
de (ker DA) = Range 
x0 
[ 1 y 0 
(See Theorem 4 and Remark 1.) Since all the spaces involved are finite 
dimensional, we have that t: 
[ 1 is continuous; hence so is X0. Clearly [see 
(3311 
(47) 
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We therefore see that AT is isometric on the graph of AX,. Let P, : X+ Xl 
denote orthogonal projection. Then 
Since B* is a contraction, it follows that 
B*]graph AX, = AT (graph AX,. 
But this means that 
( Z - BB*) graph AX, = (0)) 
and hence, since BU = U’B, we get that 
( I - BB*) i U’” graph AX, = (0). 
n=-m 
We still must prove that 
Z= t U’“graphAX, 
n=-m 
(48) 
But from [16], the condition (45) is equivalent to 
Hence (up to unitary equivalence), we are required to prove the following 
general fact (applied to 9r’. i.e. for E = 9,,>: 
CLAIM. Let B be a finite dimensional complex Hilbert space, and let Zi, 
i > 0 (with 2, == Z,) be operators on 6 such that 
_g?:= 5 1 eintZ,f:f E 8 n=O 1 
is closed in H”(B) (z @,“= _mU’n9r,). Then 9 is cyclic in L’(E), that is, 
t eint2?= L’(B). 
n=-.x 
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Proof of Claim. By the closed graph theorem, there exists C <m such 
that 
Set 
co 
Jy+ = v eint_9. 
fl=O 
From the Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem, A?+ = 0ZZ2(F,) where (0, &,,, 8) 
is an inner analytic function from E0 to 8. We have for every f E B 
f-t n+.f = @(A)_fo(A) (PI Cl) 
for some f0 E ZZ2(&J depending on f. Then 
and so O(O)&, = 8’. Since dim B <m, it follows that dim ~9~ = dim ~9, and so 
0 is also *-inner. Consequently, 
n=-cc “=-cc n=--m 
completing the proof of the claim and Theorem 5. 
From Theorem 5 and Remark 1, we immediately 
COROLLARY 3. Zf the choice contraction rl is 
is B. 
obtain: 
a coisometry, then so 
By passing to the adjoints (and again relying on Remark 11, we obtain 
also the following: 
THEOREM 6. Let 
dim 9 < dim 8, 
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and suppose that T E C.,, i.e. 
T*“-+O strongly for n + m 
and 
dim .9,, < ~4. 
Then B is an isometry. 
(49) 
(50) 
COROLLARY 4. Zf the first choice contraction rl is an isomety, then so 
is B. 
From Theorems 5 and 6 (and Remark l), we immediately obtain our final 
results: 
TIIEOREM 7. Assume that 
and 
T’ E C,., T EC.,, 
dim d,. <m, dim _9,, < cc 
(51) 
(52) 
Then B is an isometry or a coisomety. 
COROLLARY 5. Zf the first choice contaction rl is unitary, then so is B. 
REMARK 2. 
(i) Notice that under the hypotheses of Theorems 5, 6, 7 we have that the 
dilation B has minimal entropy 0 (i.e., the entropy integral of B is --ml. See 
[71. 
(ii) We believe that it should be possible to prove similar results without 
the finiteness conditions (461, (501, (521, and moreover in which the condi- 
tions (45), (49), and (51) are dropped. We plan to explore this in a future 
paper. 
Finally, we can easily deduce the following result from the above 
discussion: 
COROLLARY 7. 
(i> Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, if 8’ = 0, then B is unique and is 
a coisometry. 
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(ii) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, if 9 = 0, then B is unique and 
is an isometry. 
In this next section we will apply the results of this section to a classical 
extension problem. 
7. EXAMPLE 
We would like to apply the above theory to the Caratheodory extension 
problem. Specifically, consider the polynomial p(l) = a, + aIt + * . . + a,,l” 
with 5 E c?D (the unit circle). We would like to consider conditions under 
which we can extend the polynomial to an analytic function f : D + D (the 
unit disc) with f unimodular on JD. 
Putting this in the standard way into the framework of the cornmutant 
lifting theorem (see [Id] for all the details), we take 
a0 0 0 *** 0 
al a0 0 . . . 0 
A= a2 a, 0 .a. 0 
an-1 an-2 an-3 ..* a, 
and 
Note that in order for the extension f to exist, we must have llA/l Q 1. 
In order to give conditions in our framework for the unimodular exten- 
sions of p(l) to exist, we consider the following problem. Given vectors 
Yo ZO y= Y’ , Zl II II z= . Y, zn 
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with ]]y]lZ = ]]~]]a # 0, we want a one step dilation of A, 
a0 0 0 . . . 0 
a1 a0 0 . . . 0 
A,= a2 a, 0 *** 0 , 
a, an-1 an_2 ... a, 
such that 
A,y = z. 
In our setup (see Section 41, the space spanned by y corresponds to k. We 
now will explicitly show how this leads to the required unimodular 
CarathCodory extension of p(L). 
Indeed, by the above theory [see Equation (1411, a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for such an A, to exist is that 
(53) 
Assuming (53), we get that the nth corresponding Schur parameter is 
isometric, i.e. has absolute value 1 (see [l]). 
Now by the above, we can find unique elements uj, j > n, such that the 
infinite Toeplitz matrix 
0 
a0 
a1 
an-1 
ufl 
0 
0 
0 
an-2 
an-1 
. . . 
. . . 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 0 
a0 0 
. . 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
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is such that l[B+ 1) = 1. Set 
f(l) := 5 a& 
i=O 
Since f is the symbol of B,, by Theorem 7 we have that f is unimodular on 
aD. In this simple case, however, we can prove this directly. Indeed, setting 
we see that 
Y(5) := ? YJi> z(l) := 5 ZJ’, 
i=O i=O 
llvlle = II4 = IP+YII d(fv)(l)Ij, <IIf llmllyllz G Ilulle> 
which clearly implies that f is unimodular and 
f~i,=~. 
Finally, in this case it is immediate that f minimizes the entropy integral 
(See [71) 
The above theory can of course be applied to any of the classical 
extension problems. See also [9] for a discussion of the one step extension for 
Hankel operators in this context. 
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